
 

How The (suspended) Dr William Bay became a born again Christian a prophetic word from a ordinary mum 

who saw in the spirit that Billy would be like a David

I can verify this as this is exactly what I saw in the spirit in fact I saw 

the eyes with a accurately placed sling shot (stone) and brought AHPRA down like powdered dust on the 

ground .(I prophesied this myself). 

Furthermore Billy is the Spearhead of a MOVEMENT that will take Australian by 

Federal election (May 2025) Billy will trail blaze dramatic changes to the whole medical structure /bureaucracy 

and be the reformation Agent of change that God has anointed him to achieve this purpose.

The (suspended) Dr William Bay (now at Large 

Shall not be stopped , he will gain momentum like never seen before , he will be the subject of international 

media news, his profile will increase and INCREASE dramatically says the Lord , I have COMMANDED THAT HE 

TAKE THE MOUNTAIN OF THE EVIL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPLEX AND GRIND THEM TO DUST

commanded ! I have commanded ! it is done by my hand in the heavenlies thus it will be done on earth

sealed the orders and commanded my Fiery chariots with FEARCE WARING ANGLES t

ABLAZE WITH HOLY GHOST FIRE just as my servant King David brought Israel's enemies to their knees and 

humiliated them so will my servant William Bay in like manner grind the pharmaceutical complex to dust

Says the Lord.  
Graham Healy 
www.fitforchristminmistries.com 
Sunday 28th May 2023 

How The (suspended) Dr William Bay became a born again Christian a prophetic word from a ordinary mum 

who saw in the spirit that Billy would be like a David verses a goliath. 

as this is exactly what I saw in the spirit in fact I saw Billy Bay strike goliath

the eyes with a accurately placed sling shot (stone) and brought AHPRA down like powdered dust on the 

Billy is the Spearhead of a MOVEMENT that will take Australian by storm. In the forthcoming 

Federal election (May 2025) Billy will trail blaze dramatic changes to the whole medical structure /bureaucracy 

and be the reformation Agent of change that God has anointed him to achieve this purpose.
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goliath (AHPRA) between 

the eyes with a accurately placed sling shot (stone) and brought AHPRA down like powdered dust on the 

. In the forthcoming 

Federal election (May 2025) Billy will trail blaze dramatic changes to the whole medical structure /bureaucracy 

and be the reformation Agent of change that God has anointed him to achieve this purpose. 

Shall not be stopped , he will gain momentum like never seen before , he will be the subject of international 

his profile will increase and INCREASE dramatically says the Lord , I have COMMANDED THAT HE 

THE EVIL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPLEX AND GRIND THEM TO DUST ! what I have 

it is done by my hand in the heavenlies thus it will be done on earth . I have 

descend upon the earth 

just as my servant King David brought Israel's enemies to their knees and 

so will my servant William Bay in like manner grind the pharmaceutical complex to dust !  


